
Only products that carry HACCP Australia endorsement are advertised in this bulletin. They have been thoroughly examined by food technologists
to assess their suitability in terms of food safety for use in food operations employing a HACCP based safety programme. Please see p20 for
further details of endorsed products. 
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Food Safety Bulletin

ISSUE 3 2005

THIRD EDITION 
The third issue of the food safety bulletin covers some
interesting topics and, hopefully, contains some useful
snippets and ideas. Our page 7 article gives insight from
a senior member of Foodsafe New South Wales, which is
now part of that state's Dept of Primary Industry. We also
look at the new ISO standard 22000 and audit qualification
and recognition (see below). Pest management issues are
examined too (p12) together with some of our regular
features.

We remain indebted to those of you who have submitted
information and suggestions. In the next issue, we will be
examining, among other matters, cleaning chemicals,
their selection and use. We will also be looking at safety
issues in the wine industry. While we cannot guarantee
publication, we are more than happy to consider submissions,
especially on these subjects. If you would like to join the free
subscription list for this bi-annual publication, please
email bulletin@haccp.com.au.

ISO 22000 Globalisation of Food
Safety - a move forward
Food producers, packers, handlers and caterers are
increasingly haunted by the necessity to conform to a variety
of often not dissimilar standards - all of which require an

audit and certification. Food businesses that operate across
several market sectors or are active in the export field are
subject to an even wider array of requirements. As well as
HACCP of course, BRC, Euregap, IFS, SQF and a host of
proprietary standards are now commonly demanded. The
need for some common global standards and understanding
has become increasingly pressing. The International
Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) is now in the process
of finalising a specific standard for food processors - ISO
22000.

'22000' is likely to become a buzzword in coming years
and we should start getting used to it now. September
2005 is ISO's publication target for ISO 22000, the new
standard for food safety management systems, which is
intended to ensure that there are no weak links in food supply
chains. ISO has circulated the final draft of the standard
to the national standard bodies that make up its membership
for a two-month voting period, which ended on 5 July
2005. While there still might be a short delay in the
process, it would be reasonable to expect sight of the
published standard in the first quarter of 2006.

There is considerable international interest in this standard.
The working group that has developed ISO 22000 has
representatives from 14 countries and input from 13 others
representing all continents. The working group also has
representatives from organisations such as the Codex
Alimentarius, the Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI) and ▼
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the European Confederation of the Food and Drink Industry
(CIAA). The standard has three parts: 

◗ requirements for good manufacturing practices or pre-requisite 

programmes

◗ requirements for HACCP according to the HACCP principles of the 

Codex Alimentarius 

◗ requirements for a management system

The requirements for good manufacturing practices are
not listed in the standard but the standard makes references
to existing practices.

ISO 22000 can be applied to organisations ranging
from feed producers, primary producers through to food
manufacturers, transport and storage operators and

subcontractors to retail and food service outlets. "As food
safety hazards can be introduced at any stage of the
food chain, adequate control throughout the food chain is
essential,"commented Jacob Færgemand of BVQI
Denmark who is the convener and project leader of the
ISO22000 working group.

Dorte Jespersen, secretary of the ISO 22000 working group,
explained the background to the standard:

"Organisations that produce, manufacture, handle or
supply food recognize that customers increasingly want
them to demonstrate and provide adequate evidence of
their ability to identify and control food safety hazards
and the many conditions impacting food safety. The
growing number of national standards for food safety
management has led to confusion. Consequently, there is
a need to harmonize the national standards at an
international level."

The standard can be applied on its own, or in combination
with other management system standards. 

In the following months, another Technical Specification
(ISO/TS 22003) will be published explaining certification
requirements applicable when third-party certification is used.

The food industry in Australia and New Zealand has, in
recent years, imposed upon itself high standards of food
safety. This new ISO22000 standard should present little
difficulty to organisations that currently operate a certified
HACCP based food safety programme while, at the same
time, allowing it to present a recognised international
standard common across segments and international borders.

FOOD ALLERGY PREVENTION
INITIATIVE
Most reactions to foods are caused by natural food
ingredients and not food additives as many people think.
The foods that most commonly cause allergic reactions are
peanuts, tree nuts, milk, eggs, fish, crustaceans, wheat,
sesame and soy. While some research and reports do
confirm that certain food additives may cause behavioural
changes in individuals, and some have suffered reactions
to these substances, these are not considered to be major
in terms of serious allergens. The allergens listed above
account for more than 90% of allergic reactions. Peanuts
are the leading cause of fatal food-induced anaphylaxis
and indeed that has been subject to considerable press

Continued from page 1

▼

Some common allergens currently being examined

At the same time as this ISO activity, it is interesting to note
that the Food Regulation Standing Committee of the Food
Regulation Secretariat have issued a discussion paper
exploring options for a national regulatory framework for
the approval and management of food safety auditors and
food safety audits. Comments on this will have been received
in August. This is a very encouraging development for the
industry. It presents an opportunity to bring common
standards, expertise, consistency and qualification to the
process at a time when inconsistent and overly frequent
audits have become too common.

With common food safety standards, and uniform auditor
standards being addressed, the food and beverage industry
in Australia can look forward to practical, consistent and
qualified assessments in the coming years. ■

“The growing number of 
national standards for 
food safety management 
has led to confusion.”
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recently with the coronial enquiry in to the death of 13
year old Hamidur Rahman in 2002.

In addition to 'true' allergies, some individuals may suffer
from a variety of other food hypersensitivities such as coeliac
disease and sulphite induced asthma.

Food Allergy Awareness Week, which was held earlier this
year, and two programmes aired on the nine network's
Sunday programme went a long way to dispelling the
myths surrounding allergens as well as providing some

shocking information to the public about the risk to
children in particular. It is estimated that as many as one
in twenty children suffer from a food allergy.

The messages being given by Anaphylaxis Australia are:

◗ Take food allergies seriously

◗ Know what your friends and children's friends are allergic to

◗ Don't pressure anyone to eat any foods

These particular messages are aimed at the older children
who are making their own food choices and are subject to
peer pressure. Younger children require their care-givers to
make their decisions for them. These are the parents,
grandparents, and staff in childcare facilities, schools and
canteens. These people are being given the same advice
as industry, namely

◗ Avoid stocking some of the major allergens

◗ Avoid cross contamination (GMP and cleaning)

◗ Always check ingredients statements and claims

◗ Keep this information on file

◗ Clean up spills immediately

Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) is working
to produce guidelines for industry on the appropriate use of
allergen cross-contamination warning labels. These guidelines
are due to be published in 2006. It is the responsibility of the
food manufacturer and food handlers, together with the
allergic consumer and their carers, to prevent these adverse
reactions occurring. Check food labeling declarations on
products that your business handles and ensure that good
manufacturing practices (GMP) are in place to safeguard
against the presence of undeclared allergens.
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Scotch-Brite™ Scourers
and Sponge Scourers

Scotch-Brite™ High
Performance Cloths

Doodlebug™ Cleaning
System

3M™ Surface Cleaners

3M™ Griddle Cleaning
System
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For further information, 
please contact 3M on 136 136

safe&
suitable

Continued from page 3

“Peanuts are the leading cause of
fatal food induced anaphylaxis”

■
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NORGREN IMPROVES RELIABILITY
AT BEGA CHEESE
When Bega Co-operative society were looking to improve
the downtime on their high speed cheese cutting machines
they turned to Norgren to provide a solution that could make
a difference in this reliability driven application.

Based in New South Wales Australia, dairy farming started
in the Bega Valley in the 1850s. During these early years
each farmer produced and sold cheese from his own dairy.
Local farmers decided to improve their individual production
and marketing activities and banded together to establish
the Bega Co-operative Creamery Company in 1899.
Following on from this foundation, the factory began
production in 1900 and now with over 100 years of tradition
and expertise Bega is Australia's number one selling cheese
brand. As the brand has developed the quality of the product
has been recognised with many awards. The Bega cheese
plant is equal to the best in the world in terms of capacity,
hygiene and atmospheric control. The latest in manufacturing
technologies ensures a pharmaceutical standard is applied

Norgren's Smooth Line Cylinder with HACCP endorsement at Bega Cheese.

to the art of cheese production and packaging. It is therefore
imperative to Bega that its manufacturing processes are
always at peak performance so that they can continue to
drive forward the reputation they have built within their
market.

The current generation of Bega's high-speed cheese cutting
machine employed conventional ISO cylinders with external
proximity switches that caused a particular problem with
reliability. A critical aspect of food manufacturing is
cleanliness. It is imperative that all machines utilised within
the food production process undergo a wash down procedure
to ensure that bacteria that could contaminate the product
being manufactured is neutralised. The wash down procedure
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frequently involves the use of chemicals combined with hot
and cold water. Bega discovered that the wash down
process was having a detrimental effect on the external
proximity switches on the current ISO cylinders. This was
causing Bega acute problems with machine downtime that
was ultimately costing them money in lost production time.

With many years experience of supplying solutions to the
food production industry Norgren has recently introduced
a new range of Smoothline cylinders that have been
engineered to match the exacting requirements of this
demanding sector and to offer reliability in applications
where it is critical. Offering an engineering advantage in
food production applications, the Smoothline cylinder has
been developed with the harsh wash down process and

bacterial contamination issues in mind. Norgren engineers
have optimised the device to suit the application and have
included features such as a spherical/smooth profile design
and special polyurethane wiper seal all included to ensure
the minimisation of bacterial contamination. What's more,
the Smoothline cylinder features completely concealed
proximity switches for position sensing. The switch wiring is
connected internally to a central electrical M12 connector
thus due to the fact that the switches are internal they are
not vulnerable to the wash down process as with the original
ISO cylinders. The Norgren Smoothline cylinders have been
accessed by HACCP Australia, a food safety organisation
and have endorsed Smooth line cylinders as being suitable
in food safety applications. 

Michael Jones, Engineering Manager at Bega gave the go
ahead to install the PVA/182000 Smoothline cylinders into
the harshest environment on the cutting machine. The
cylinders are exposed to salt; whey and fat residue from the
cheese during production, which is followed up with hot
water wash down, chemical agents and cold water every
day so they need to be able to cope with these extremes.
Bega also needed to make the change fast without making
major modifications to the existing machine, which again
could result in lost production time. As this series conforms to
ISO VDMA dimensional standards, no mounting modifications
were needed for the change. Other competitor units were

considered by Bega but they found that the Norgren solution
was the only one that offered an adjustable position proximity
switch with wiring from both switches exiting through just
one M12 electrical connector. Since putting the cylinders to
the test Bega have experienced no reliability problems or
failures thus ensuring that performance of the machine has
been optimised and that machine uptime is improved.

Contact : Norgren Ltd 
Phone 61 2 9582 8000  Fax 61 2 9582 8008
Paul Campbell - Senior Sales Engineer

“Norgren engineers have optimised
the device to suit the application
and have included features such as
a spherical/smooth profile design”

■

FOR ECONOMIC AND 
FOOD GRADE SHELVING

SYSTEMS, CALL:
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AN INSPECTOR’S INSIGHT
Paul Millett
Senior Food Safety Officer, NSW Food Authority

Whenever people ask me what I do for a living, I often get
the same response: "Wow - I bet you've seen some sights!"
And I have, plenty of them, good and bad. But a little more
of that later. For now I want to discuss food safety from the
regulatory side of the fence. We are the people that inspect
and audit food premises to ensure that food safety programs,
regulations, standards,and codes of practice are being
observed. The best thing about being a Food Safety Officer
(or Food Inspector - the terms are pretty much interchangeable)
is the variety of work. You get to see a broad cross section
of the food industry. The legislation that we enforce (the
Food Act 2003) really covers anywhere or anyone in NSW
manufacturing and selling food to the general public.

Food has always fascinated me. I studied Food Technology

at the University of Western Sydney (Hawkesbury) and then
spent several years working in the private sector with
companies such as Mauri Foods, Bushells, and Arnotts. My
various roles included research and development, production
management and process development. I became interested
in food safety and took a position as a Food Inspector with
the NSW Health Department. Now I am employed by the 

NSW Food Authority which became the first through-chain
food safety agency in Australia in April of last year. It was
formed when Safe Food, NSW Health Food Branch and
Food Inspectors from Area Health Services came together. I
am excited to be a part of this new organisation which is
solely responsible for food safety in the state of NSW.

When inspecting, I get a variety of reactions when I walk
through the door. The majority of food manufacturers and

Paul Millett

Senior Food Safety Officer,

NSW Food Authority

▼
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Continued from page 7

sellers are trying hard to do the right thing. Of course, there
is also a small minority who can't be bothered, or who are
out to deceive. The most common reaction I see is staff
reaching for the broom and doing a quick tidy up. The thing
I tell them is I'm not concerned about today's mess - it's the
mess that may still be hanging round for weeks, sometimes
months. I always approach people with a certain degree of
tact. I'm there to inspect their backyard, their workplace,
their livelihood. I know I would get a bit stressed if someone
was putting me, my business, my procedures, under the
microscope. With this in mind, I try to treat people the same
way I would like to be treated. 

After doing a number of inspections over 15 years one can
gauge a premises in the first few seconds of walking in.
Good general hygiene, temperature control, adequate
training, and protection from cross-contamination are what
I believe to be vitally important to protect people from food
poisoning. Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) will also
protect the business from the entry of foreign matter. A lot of
businesses have implemented food safety programs

(incorporating HACCP) in recent years. (They are likely to
become compulsory soon in NSW for high risk industryies). 

A food safety program is not infallible. Once it is
implemented it is no fail-safe guarantee that all food safety
hazards have been eliminated. It is a working document
that needs constant surveillance and corrective action when
things don't go according to plan or specification. The
classic example I see is monitoring of temperatures in a
coolroom or display cabinet. On one hand you see the same
temperature entered ad nauseaum down the column and
wonder just how representative it is. On the other hand you
see entries for 8 and 9 degrees C when the maximum
allowed is 5C. It is just entered without any highlighting, any
corrective action, or any investigation as to why the reading
is out of spec. I mean, what's the point? Also while I'm
on this issue - it's product temperature that's important not
air temperature. And yes that includes all of the product,
even the product stacked five or six high, is near the edge
of the display, or in some cases is in direct sunlight! 

Another beef of mine is the correct use of gloves. So often I
am assured by food businesses that the staff wear gloves
at all times. And yes, we have received complaints from
customers seeing staff wearing them into the toilet and
then proceeding straight back to their food preparation! I
would rather see a clean pair of hands touching food than a
dirty pair of gloves. ▼
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We have a number of enforcement options available to us
at the Food Authority for those businesses that don't comply
with the legislation. Ranging from verbal warnings for very
minor issues to warning letters, improvement notices and
‘PINs’ (penalty infringement notices). ‘PINs’ came into force
in the last 12 months and enable fines to be issued directly to
a business for more serious offences. There is also provision
for serving closing orders on premises that are a serious
threat to public health or have failed to comply with an
improvement notice. Premises that are licensed by the NSW
Food Authority such as dairy farms, seafood processors,
abbatoirs and retail meat premises can also have their
licence revoked. 

I believe food safety took on a whole new perspective after
the Garibaldi smallgoods episode. Food poisoning can
be deadly - it is not just an inconvenience. Nowadays
people are much more educated about food. The food
industry as a whole has had to respond by being more
responsible and has implemented more stringent controls
and checks. I remember on one occasion the response
from a senior public health official when asked why more
resources were not being channelled into food safety, said
"Where are the dead bodies?" But things are changing
now! With only a limited staff resource you can only do
so much and the majority of our work is still reactive,
however we do have assistance through local Council
inspectors who conduct routine inspections for health and
safety. Without them we would not enjoy the relative high
standards of food health we take for granted. I have met
plenty of talented people in Local Government.

During my time so far as an inspector I've had some
interesting experiences. I'd like to share just a few with you: 

I once recieved a complaint from a distressed man claiming
he had almost swallowed a tablet he found in a loaf of
bread from his local bakery. I went to his house to pick up
the offending foreign matter before I proceeded to the
bakery to do my investigation. I looked high and low at
the bakery for the presence of prescription medicine and
dragged them over the coals as to how this could have
possibly happened. There appered to be no explanation
as to how it could have got in the bread. I took the tablet
to our pharmacy section at the hospital where I was
asked to try and identify it. Eventually we were able to
identify it as "Dipentum". The pharmacist assured me that
the man's health would not have been at risk even if he
did swallow a single tablet. I rang the gentleman back to
pass on this information and hopefully put some of his ▼
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fears to rest. Upon informing him that we had identified
the tablet as Dipentum and  although it was a very
serious breach of health standards at least he was not in
any danger per se. Much to my amazement he replied
"Dipentum?, I take Dipentum!, I must have coughed it up
while I was eating my toast this morning!" I could have
strangled him.

Another complaint I received of a more serious nature
went something like this. A man had taken his two young
children to the pictures one afternoon. On  the way to the
cinema he had purchased a packet of chocolate covered
honeycomb from a service station. He told me they had
enjoyed the treat through the course of the movie and had
only a few remaining pieces left in the bottom of the bag.
Upon emerging from the cinema into the light of day he
discovers one of the remaining pieces had the severed
head of a mouse mounted on it! Lucky it didn't make it into
someone's mouth in the dark of the cinema. I took a
photograph of it but it was very blurred - back in the days
when we were issued Polaroid cameras! The product had
been manufactured interstate so I had to refer it to the
relevant health department to investigate. To me it looked
too good. I feel it had been probably put there deliberately -
possibly from a disgruntled worker. Unfortunately this is
something we have to consider when we investigate these
type of matters. In some cases we have had to refer matters
to the Police. 

Recently, we had a case where a woman had to be
admitted to hospital suffering hallucinations and poor co-
ordination after consuming some hand made chocolates.
The doctors couldn't make a diagnosis and ordered some
tests to be carried out. She returned positive for cannabis.
Turns out she was a mature lady who was not a drug user.

One day I walked into a bakery responding to a complaint
of birds entering the premises. The proprietor assured me
that birds never entered the premises and that as soon as
one is sighted they are promptly shooed off the property.
During my inspection I happened to stumble into the WC
only to find a very relaxed pigeon sitting comfortably
perched on top of the toilet seat!

There was also the bizarre (and quite disgusting) case
where we caught a butcher urinating in a bucket in his
coolroom next to all the cuts of meat stored for sale to his
customers. Apparantly his toilet was located too far out the
back of his premises for his convenience. If only people
knew what happened to their food behind the scenes.

Food safety in today's world is paramount. HACCP
programmes go a long way to ensuring this. We rely on
food to nourish and sustain us. We want food that is
appealing and pleasurable to eat. We need food that will
not cause us injury or illness or in severe cases cause
death. There are members of our community - the young,
the not so young, the immunocompromised, and those who
are susceptible to allergies and intolerances who rely on
us in the food industry to supply them with safe food.
May our efforts be not in vain as we meet this responsibility
each day.

I wish you a fantastic future in food whatever your role in
this important and valuable industry. ■
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FOOD SAFETY PROGRAMMES 
BEING APPLIED TO PACKAGING
There is a growing need to ensure food safety in the whole
food supply chain and this includes producers of food-
contact packaging materials. The US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) define a food-contact substance as
"any substance intended for use as a component of materials
used in manufacturing, packing, packaging, transporting, or
holding food if such use is not intended to have a technical
effect in such food." This encompasses many items that may
not be currently fully assessed in some HACCP plans, for
example, bulk packaging and materials handling equipment.
Items used for short-term storage may be overlooked, and
may not be designed for reuse, regular or effective cleaning.

It is prudent today for all businesses to have a risk
management system to effectively manage activities. For food
packaging manufactures, in particular it is more effective to
implement a HACCP based food safety programme. This
system can be independently verified and is recognized
throughout the food and beverage industry. Although the risks
for packaging are lower than for food ingredients, many
principles are the same. Many major food manufacturers
are now starting to target their “medium” and “low” risk

suppliers. These will, without doubt, include suppliers of,
containers, lidding, closures, transport equipment, as well
as the primary pack containing the food product itself.
Particularly crucial, in terms of food safety are those
packaging materials that contributor in the preservation of
the food, or to an extent, control bacterial growth by
modifying atmospheric conditions.

In addition to the materials being 'food grade', they need
to be manufactured according to  Good Manufacturing
Practices (GMP) standards. These are broad generalised
statements, often without a lot of specific guidance as to
what is expected from a manufacturer. That being the
case, it is strongly recommended that the food safety
programme be developed by industry experienced food
technologists who are qualified to implement and audit
HACCP programmes. Appropriate GMP provisions and
practices will encompass:

◗ personal health and cleanliness of workers

◗ clothing and equipment

◗ cleanliness and upkeep of manufacturing and storage facilities and
surrounding grounds

◗ maintainance and control of sanitary conditions in manufacturing
facilities, equipment, equipment surfaces and utensils

◗ processes for receiving, inspecting, transporting, segregating and 
preparing food-contact packaging materials

◗ storage and transportation of finished food-contact packaging products

◗ traceability of product into and from the facility

Packaging materials, historically glass, steel, aluminium, and
paper, have been recycled for food-contact use. While all
material is subject to a risk assessment, it is now increasingly
difficult to utilise recycled material in the manufacture of 'food
grade' products. That said, post-consumer use contamination
has not been a major concern with glass and metals. These
materials are generally impervious to contaminants and are

readily cleaned at the temperatures used in their recycling.
Reuse of packaging that is not controlled or reprocessed is
obviously a major risk and should not be practiced. Reuse
of plastics does pose issues and if this is to be practised, it
is essential to either show that there has been no possibility
of contamination with substances other than food, or to
demonstrate through contaminant testing and additional
migration testing, that your recycling process successfully
removes possible contaminants. Even so, most food
businesses' own food safety programmes will not permit
the use of such recycled material.

Inappropriate and unsafe food packaging is unfortunately
still common in the market place and those organisations
that have addressed this are in a position to significantly
reduce the risk of contamination as well as, in the case of
packaging manufacturers, differentiate their products and
add significant value. 

HACCP Australia has examined many packaging operations
and developed a number of programmes to meet the needs
of the food industry. If this is an issue for your company and
you would like more information, please feel free to speak
to Michelle James in our HACCP Australia's Sydney office
on: 02 9956 6911 or email - michelle@haccp.com.au.■

“It is prudent today for all businesses
to have a risk management system” 

Kingfoil Containers,

the company that

manufactures these

foils, run an

accredited HACCP

programme
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APPOINTING A PEST CONTROLLER
ISN’T THAT EASY
Pest control has always been - and will continue to be - a
difficult task in the food industry and this is particularly
true in Australia, blessed as we are with an abundance of
undesirable creatures!

Our food industry has very high standards, with most
significant food handlers and processors having HACCP
programmes in place and demanding the same of their food
and ingredient suppliers. Pest control is an important sub
section of all HACCP programmes and, like all HACCP
components, has to be managed effectively and safely.

On a continent the size of Australia, with its variety of pests,
climate, and population density, pest control is not something
that can be addressed with a simple formula. Common
symptoms might require radically different solutions, which
have to be applied in strict adherence to the food safety
and toxicity regulations that government, HACCP and
particular circumstances demand.

Most food businesses sub-contract this component of their
work to specialist pest controllers. It seems sensible to utilise
the skills of expert operators in such exercises. That said, the
overriding responsibility for pest control rests with a
facility's owners or manager and not with the pest
controller. While operators can sub-contract the work, the
same cannot be said of the responsibility that those food
companies have to the consumers. This being the case, the
selection of the right pest controller for one's food business is
an important decision. In relying on the contractors' advice
and actions, facility managers need assurance that such
advice and service is appropriate to the food industry,
backed with expert knowledge and that all the protocols of a
HACCP programme are observed in full.

The pest control industry is, in many parts of the country,
very competitive and there are often many organisations to
choose from. In this environment, price is often a driver and,

PEST
MANAGEMENT

from time to time, the quality of advice, expertise, training and
service get less attention than they deserve when it comes to
contract award. Frequency of service is also an important
consideration from both cost and effectiveness perspectives. 

THE SELECTION
First and foremost, the pest controller must have experience of
food premises applications in facilities that operate a HACCP
programme. The contractor must be able to demonstrate
expertise and training in both the operation and the
documentation.

The contractor should have all the documentation that a
HACCP programme demands and these forms should dovetail
perfectly with the HACCP programme of the premises. It might

be necessary, for the contractor to use the documentation of
the food business itself. This should not present a problem to
a qualified and experienced contractor.

The pest control industry has several professional bodies that
can act as points of reference for a contractor. Checking
registration and the membership criteria might well be of
benefit. They can also give good, independent advice as to
frequency of routine services in given situations. The Australian
Environmental Pest Managers' Association is aware of the
specialist needs of the industry and, has issued Guidelines
and a Code of Practice for Pest Management Professionals
working in the Food Industry. 

HACCP Australia has endorsed a number of pest controllers
around Australia and these can be referenced and contacted
through the HACCP Australia’s office in Sydney. Such
companies all employ technicians who are fully aware of
HACCP requirements, have had HACCP training and food
premises experience. The organisations all have
documentation that meets the requirement of HACCP
programmes. HACCP Australia's technologists have also
assessed the chemicals these companies use in food
establishments. These organisations are subjected to
regular reaccreditation procedures to ensure up-to-date
compliance.

This process gives assurance to the industry as to the
appropriateness of an organisation. However, there are other
courses of action that should be taken. Taking references from
other food companies and, of course referral to your food
safety advisor or in-house food technologists are other sensible
checks.

Once you have satisfied yourself that a potential contractor
can comply and really understands both the business and
food safety - only then should you start to look at the price!

All sorts of unwelcome visitors
have to be managed

“the selection of the right pest 
controller for one's food business 
is an important decision.”

▼
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If you need any advice from a food technologist in regard to
pest management protocols, please feel free to call our office
on: 02 99556 6911 or 05005 HACCP

The following companies have all been endorsed by HACCP
Australia and operate programmes and documentation
consistent with the needs of premises operating a HACCP
based food safety programme or supply HACCP endorsed
pest control equipment.
Assured Pest Control - New South Wales 02 4392 3168
HACCP Pest Management - All states 02 9922 3743
Scientific Pest Management - All states, selected branches 1300 139 840
Aerobeam Professional - New South Wales 02 9636 5840
No Bugs (Pest Equipment) - All States 02 6557 6606
Globe Australia (Pest Equipment) - All States 1800 244 300
Corporate Pest Management - New South Wales 02 9311 1234
Copes (Campbell Cleantec) - All States 1800 131 315
Affirmative Pest Control - Queensland 07 5596 2555
Ant Eater - New South Wales 02 9939 8208
Stop Creep - New South Wales 02 9371 3911
Goode Pest Control - Queensland 1300 13 12 14

■
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QUESTIONS &
ANSWERS

Effective Risk Minimisation that’s easy to Implement

Clorox Australia.
We’ve got your needs covered.

HACCP Australia’s evaluation of Chux
Superwipes (PE-197-CA-01) concluded
they satisfy all requirements in accordance

with the standards of HACCP Australia Food Safety
Accreditation Systems.

NSW 02 9794 9500 · VIC 03 9840 0111
QLD 07 3397 7266 · SA 08 8373 2661 · WA 08 9322 5077 

Across the spectrum of hospitality/

accommodation today, it’s imperative that

hygiene and safety standards be maintained at their highest

possible levels. As a professional working in this demanding

environment, you’ll already be aware that Chux Superwipes

are the leading cleaning cloths on the market. Chux offers

superior durability, rinseability and absorbency.

But did you also know Chux has a HACCP Australia-approved

Colour Coding system to minimise the risks of cross-

contamination of workplace surfaces during cleaning?

Using each of the five different coloured Chux Superwipes

exclusively for particular applications such as cleaning food

preparation areas, toilets, washrooms and for general purpose

use – helps maintain hygiene guidelines in accord with

Hazard Analysis Critical Control  Point methodology.

You can nominate which colours are to be used 

in which areas and Chux can even provide a wallchart

listing these to familiarise staff with the system. So try the

Chux Colour Coding System today and you’ll wonder

how you ever did without it.

Each issue we print a Question and Answer that has
passed through our organisation. Most of these originate
from email via info@haccp.com.au but feel free to write to
bulletinQ@haccp.com.au with a question for our
technologists. In this issue, we consider how many CCPs
are too many.

CCPs
QUESTION: We are a (name withheld) business supplying
throughout Southern Queensland. Three years ago we
engaged help from (consultancy withheld) to help with our
HACCP programme. Our system has 17 CCPs and we are
struggling to maintain the programme now that we have
lost a key person who looked after it. Can we simplify our
programme and still maintain our accreditation? We have
the following CCPs (list of 17 CCPs supplied).

ANSWER: Seventeen CCPs does seem a lot for your style
of business (simple manufacturing). That said, we have
seen systems with over 30 CCPs logged before! From the
information you have provided, it seems likely that you
could reduce the number of CCPs substantially. We would
expect a business such as yours to have CCPs at receivals,

for your storage and for your (killstep withheld) process.
There are also points in your packaging process that could
be considered CCPs depending on how you wish to manage
them. This would make about eight in your case.

To reduce your number of CCPs would make sense. It
will be easier to manage and still remain technically
robust under the HACCP methodology. We would consider
many of the CCPs you have listed to be part of your
prerequisite or support programmes. These can be
adequately covered in the cleaning and sanitation, pest
control and Vendor Quality Assurance sections of your
programme.

To achieve this, have a good look at your hazard analysis
and review the significance of those hazards that are
currently CCP-controlled. Look at the likelihood and
severity of these hazards and if you still believe them to be
significant, run the scenario through the decision tree
again. Remember that all CCPs will have critical limits
which can be objectively measured through an appropriate
monitoring system. Some of those you have listed don't
have such limits and this is a strong hint that maybe
control is best managed through the support programmes.

Explain your actions to your auditor and I'm sure that any
such justified alterations will not adversely effect your
certification. Let us know if we can provide more assistance
to you in this regard. ■
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CLICK - HOT LINKS
The World Wide Web is an immense resource  for
research and data on food safety. Each issue we will
bring you a review of some of those sites. 

◗ FOOD SAFETY INFORMATION COUNCIL
www.foodsafety.asn.au

Governments, industry and professional associations
all working together for the noble cause of fool illness
reduction in society. Great educational material,
resources and 'Food Safety Week' is on it's way.
Bringing focus to the issue of food safety for the
consumer.

◗ INTERNATIONAL FOOD INFORMATION  
COUNCIL
www.ific.org

A big site from the US on just about everything you
could ask about food. Excellent nutritional info and
links to calculators for unusual foods. Daily fact sheets
on a range of topics and a reasonable (for a US
institution) search engine.

◗ FOOD MUSIC
Cool : www.mixedup.com/foodsongs.htm
How many songs can you remember about food 3,
4? How about 500! A list of 500 songs and artists
with food in the title and lyrics! James Brown, Elvis,
Beach Boys, Genesis, The Who, Paul McCartney, the
list goes on. Put another dime in the duke box baby.

Uncool : http://foodsafe.ucdavis.edu/music.html
What can I say. A Food Technologist writes and
performs songs about food safety. Woeful? You be
the judge of songs like 'There's gonna be a stomach
ache tonight' (Music by the Eagles) and 'I wanta
wash your hand' (Ex- Beatles). I'm lost for words.

◗ FOOD SAFETY AUTHORITY OF IRELAND
www.fsai.ie

OK, an Englishman, Irishman and an Aussie all get
food poisoning…heard it before? Check out the Irish
Food Authority for some very serious advice on food
safety and some great practical guidance sheets on
scenarios such as food stalls.

◗ FOOD SAFETY FOR BABY SITTERS
http://ianrpubs.unl.edu/foods/nf103.htm

We'll be home by 12:00, here's our number, make
yourself at home, food's in the fridge and…oh yeah,
here, read this! They think of everything at the
University of Nebraska! ■

HOT LINKS
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CATERING
EQUIPMENT &
CONSUMABLES
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STOP PRESS!
PIPING BAGS BREAK THROUGH 
FOR THE BAKING INDUSTRY
An exciting new product has been presented to the technical
team at HACCP Australia - Food safe, reusable, piping bags!
Whilst some may find if difficult to be excited about piping
bags, this product addresses a problem long associated
with this type of product - cleaning and sanitation. 

Cleaning these piping bags has always been difficult due
to the materials they are made of (often canvas) and the
composition and format of the side seam (overlapped
and sometimes stitched). Up to now, the best alternative
has been disposables of which Kencan provides a superior,
food safe (and endorsed) product.

However, a reusable alternative from Tomkin Australia is
available which appears to address the material and seam
issues. This is now undergoing testing at HACCP Australia.

Technical Director, Martin Stone says, “We have seen dozens
of piping bags submitted for approval and have rejected

every single one of them with the exception of Kencan’s, on
the cleaning issues”. “It now appears that the manufacturers
have got it right with this Tomkin product and we hope to
be able to provide endorsement in the near future”.

This means that users will have a choice of two endorsed
products, an outstanding disposable and an excellent
reusable.

COLOUR CODING
In the first edition of the food safety bulletin, we touched on
the value of colour coding. This has been traditionally
applied to separate materials used on different foodstuffs
in the same area and is an excellent technique to reduce
the risk of cross contamination in an operation. 

Colour coding can also be used effectively to differentiate
where certain equipment can be used; a common example ▼

■

New food safe piping bags
from Tomkin Australia

Kencan : 07 3273 8111      Tomkin : 02 9319 2993
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CATERING
EQUIPMENT &
CONSUMABLES

is green (or any other differentiated colour) brushes for use
on food contact equipment and say, red brushes for use on
the floor.

The best food businesses also apply the technique to a wider
system by dividing their operations into various colour zones.
In such operations all equipment used in various zones is
coded. This reduces the risk of zonal cross contamination
in the food plant. A simple example is the use of, say, blue
cleaning equipment in the amenities area and white
equipment for use in the food zone. The system is often
applied to different types of processing areas in the same
plant, such as raw materials, different kill-steps, WIP and
finished product.This system is widely used in the medical
field within hospitals for infection control procedures.

Note that these days, almost all equipment is available in
colour coded format (Oates Cleaning have included a
flyer in this edition covering their colour coded products).
Colour coded handles, safety gear, protective clothing
and materials handling equipment are all readily available.
If control of cross contamination might be important to
your operation, a zonal coding system may significantly
reduce risk and should definitely be considered. 

GETTING SERIOUS ABOUT 
BACILLUS CEREUS
B. Cereus is a bacteria which forms a toxin when it is
allowed to grow in food. When the food is eaten, the toxin
will cause illness that will last for 1-2 days. Symptoms such
as vomiting and diarrhoea will occur rapidly after eating
the food (about 2-6 hours normally) as the toxin begins to
affect the body.

The bacterium is widely found in nature, being a natural
flora of soil, vegetables, dust, water and cereal crops (from
where the name is derived). From such hosts, one recognises

that B. Cereus can be borne by food, water or air borne
making elimination from the source very difficult. Making
matters more complicated is this bacterium's ability to form
spores that are capable of surviving normal cooking
procedures such as boiling.

Foods commonly affected include cornflour-based sauces,
cereal products and most commonly rice especially boiled
and eaten cold. A high risk scenario involves the slow
cooling of boiled rice and incomplete reheating to
acceptable temperatures or long holding periods at room
temperature. From a food handling and control point of
view the most important factor is the cooling for B. Cereus.
Food must be rapidly cooled to below 5°C. FSANZ
guidelines are clear. From 60° to 21°C in no more than
two hours and then down to 5°C and below in no more
than a further four hours.

HACCP
AUSTRALIA

■

■

“B. Cereus can be food, water or air
borne which makes it very difficult 
to eliminate from source.” 
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HACCP AUSTRALIA

The HACCP Australia endorsement and accreditation programme supports
organisations achieving Food Safety excellence in their products. The HACCP
endorsement is geared to those organisations that are required to supply compliant
or ‘HACCP Approved’ products and services to their safety conscious customers.
This independent assessment and verification of fitness for purpose is a valuable
tool when a product or service is targeted at a food safety and HACCP conscious
market. Such products will be:

18

We are Australia’s leading specialist food technology company with
wide ranging experience, a deep knowledge pool with offices in

NSW, Victoria and Queensland 

HACCP AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 
17–23, Myrtle St, North Sydney, NSW 2060
PHONE : 02 9956 6911 OR 05005 HACCP 
FAX : 02 9956 7313 
WEB : www.haccp.com.au 
EMAIL : info@haccp.com.au

1. Well designed with ‘food safe’ characteristics
2. Non-Toxic
3. Easy to clean 
4. Likely to reduce the risk of any form of contamination
5. Designed for a low consequence of error in use

Please call us for any of your Food Safety 
requirements, be they: 

•Food Safety Programmes •Product Endorsement •Food
Safety Training •Food Label Compliance 

•Food Safety Auditing or any Food Technology Services 

THE HACCP ENDORSEMENT (See back page for products)
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HOSHIZAKI - THE WORLD’S MOST
RELIABLE ICE MACHINES

Hoshizaki cubed ice machines produces one of the smallest
cubes on the market and are unbeatable in terms of quality
and reliability. We have Ice Machines that range from a daily

production of 23kgs to over 5 tonne.

Hoshizaki Ice Machines are the only Ice Machine on the
market with HACCP approval.

1300 550 502

For further information
call Frostline Refrigeration

Services on :

19

MAGNETIC AUDITS 
Show viability of existing magnets.

RE80 10 - 12,000 GAUSS, RAFE EARTH MAGNETS
To extract what metal detectors miss!

RE80 Magnets are available for all food processing.
Specialising in CCP last magnets before packing
applications.

FREE CALL 1800 835 858

• PRODUCT SECURITY 
• CRITICAL CONTROL POINTS

• PRODUCT RECALLS

WJB Engineering
MAGNETIC SEPARATION DEVELOPMENTS
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COMPANY PRODUCTS CONTACT
3M Scotchbrite™, Cleaning Chemicals, Scourers 136 136
AACLAIM SALES Food service and food storage light equipment 02 9525 1049
ACE FILTERS Food grade and cooking oil filters 1300 555 204
AEROBEAM PROFESSIONAL PEST MGMT Specialist Food Premises Pest Management 02 9636 5840
AFFIRMATIVE PEST CONTROL Specialist Pest Control Services for food industry 07 5596 2555
ALCAB CABINETMAKERS PTY LTD Chilled & Hot Food Display Cabinets 07 3245 6789
ANT-EATER ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES Specialist pest control services for the food industry 02 9939 8208
ARMACEL TECHNOLOGY GROUP Plastic Pallets, Food Storage Containers, Food Grade Shelving 02 9450 0900
ASSURED PEST CONTROL Specialist Pest Control Services for Food Premises 02 4392 3168
AUSSIE RED EQUIPMENT Aquafortis Hot Water High Pressure Clean & Capture Equip. 1800 804 878
AUSTRALIAN SAFETY FLOORING Food Premises Flooring 1800 673 441
AVANTI CHEMICALS Cleaning Chemicals for Food and Agri Businesses 07 5549 3666
BRITETTE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Scourers, Sponges, Cloths and Cleaning Aids 02 9642 6411
CAREL Temperature Controllers and supervisors for refrigeration 02 9748 2855
CARTS AUSTRALIA Coffee and Food Carts for Mobile Food Sales 02 9888 5200
CHILLZONE COOLROOMS Construction of food grade coolrooms 02 9831 1281
CLOROX AUSTRALIA Glad™ and Chux™ range of Cleaning and Wrapping Materials 02 9794 9500
COLDSHIELD FLEXIBLE DOORS PVC Flexible Doors for Food Premises 1800 462 233
COPES PEST CONTROL Specialist Pest Control Services for the Food Industry 1800 131 315
CORPORATE PEST MANAGEMENT Specialist Pest Control Services for the Food Industry 02 9311 1234
CROWLE INDUSTRIES Utensil and Food Packaging Services 02 9568 4599
DALTON PACKAGING Manufacturers of paper bags and  products for the food industry 02 9774 3233 
DANFOSS M2 Alarm & Monitoring System 02 8845 1813
DSL PACKAGING Food Safe Storage and transportation palletcons 1800 336 228
E D OATES PTY LTD Full range of Food Grade Cleaning Equipment 03 9469 6900
ENMIN PTY LTD Manufacturers of food grade feeder equipment 03 9753 3633
FESTO PTY LTD Pneumatics and valves for food manufacturing equipment 1300 889 696
FOODSERVICE EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL Frilich juice dispensers and other buffet equipment 1800 673 153
FROSTLINE REFRIGERATION SERVICES Hozshizaki Ice making equipment & cold room services 1300 550 502
GENERAL MAT COMPANY (THE) Specialist safety matting for food and beverage areas 1800 625 388
GLOBE AUSTRALIA Suppliers of the ‘insect-o-matic’ pest eradication system 1800 244 300
GOLDSTEIN ESWOOD Manufacturers of industrial dish and glass washers 02 9604 7333
GOODE PEST CONTROL Specialist Pest Control Services for Food Premises 1300 13 12 14
HACCP PEST MANAGEMENT Specialist Food Premises Pest Management Services 02 9922 3743
HEATCRAFT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD HACCP specification cool room thermostats and alarms 13 23 50
HIT EQUIPMENT Specialist cutlery polishing machinery 02 8211 2732
KENCAN LTD Kee-seal disposable piping bags 07 3273 8111
KINGFOIL CONTAINERS Suppliers of foil grade food containers 02 8825 8800
LANOTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Suppliers of Food Grade Lubricants 07 3373 3700
MAGICTANK SYSTEMS SS deep cleaning tanks &systems for pans and trays 02 4959 3235
MATRIX HR INTERNATIONAL Provider of HACCP aware staff to the food industry 02 9360 9111
MERINO PTY LTD Swipes™ disposable and anti-bacterial paper cloths 1800 622 018
MICROPAK PTY LTD Manufacturers of food grade packaging materials 02 9646 3666
MITCHAM TRADING PTY LTD PVC and Polyester Trolley covers for food protection 03 9873 7277
NO BUGS Specialist food area insect trapping system 02 6557 6606
NORGREN PTY LTD Suppliers of pneumatics and valves for food manufacturing 02 9582 8000
OZ TANK PTY LTD SS deep cleaning tanks &systems for pans and trays 1300 66 88 66
PARAMOUNT SAFETY PRODUCTS Disposable Gloves for the food industry 03 9762 2500
PASCOES Cleaning Chemicals for the food industry 08 9353 3900
PHASEFALE Temperature controllers for refrigerated storage 03 9553 0800
POWERTANK PTY LTD SS deep cleaning tanks &systems for pans and trays 0411 441 441
PORTABLE COOL ROOM HIRE Mobile cool rooms for all events and temporary use 03 9568 1357
PURBRICK HEALTHPRINT Label printers for the food and pharmaceutical industries 03 9751 7100
REFRIGERATION RESEARCH Versatile, mobile refrigerators for travelling & remote use 08 8398 3224
REJUVENATORS (THE) Specialist Cool room cleaning and rejuvenation services 0407 292 826
SCIENTIFIC PEST MANAGEMENT National Pest Control services for the food industry 1300 139 840
SEMAK Manufacturers of chicken rotisseries 03 9551 5896
SKILLED GROUP Specialist workforce solutions for the food industry 02 4648 0788
SMC PNEUMATICS Suppliers of pneumatics and valves for food manufacturing 02 9354 8222 
STEAM AUSTRALIA High temperature steam cleaning equipment 1300 795 050
STOP CREEP PEST CONTROL Specialist Pest Control Services for the Food Industry 02 9371 3911
STRIPTANK PTY LTD SS deep cleaning tanks &systems for pans and trays 03 9551 9563
SYNCHROMATIC Suppliers of food grade shelving systems 02 9690 0900
TESTO PTY LTD Specialist thermometers for use in the food industry 03 9800 4677 
TOMKIN AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Providers of colour coded catering utensils 02 9319 2993
WJB ENGINEERING Magnetic Separation Technology and Services 1800 835 858
W&P REEDY Suppliers of equipment to the baking industry 02 9533 9522

HACCP AUSTRALIA ENDORSED PRODUCTS SERVING THE FOOD INDUSTRY
The companies listed below carry a range of products or services that are endorsed by HACCP Australia as particularly appropriate, from a food safety perspective, for use in food
businesses employing a HACCP-based food-safety programme. Their products or services have been rigorously reviewed by HACCP Australia’s food technologists and, in their
expert estimation, are manufactured or designed to meet all the appropriate food safety standards demanded by industry or regulation in Australia and internationally. 
In performing the assessment, our technologists look for ‘world’s best’ in terms of food safety features and characteristics. Only such products or services carry the HACCP
accreditation mark. Some organisations who have completed the process are included below. Many others are currently undergoing the process. If you are looking for particular
food-safe products or services for use in a facility operating a HACCP programme, please call us for advice and recommendation at any time on (02) 9956 6911.
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